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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to identify and explain the dimensions of innovation that have effects on the manufacturing competitiveness in the automotive industry through a systematic literature review. The definition of the leading countries is based on three different rankings: 1) automotive industry, gathered through the figures publicized by the Organisation Internationale des Constructeurs d'Automobiles (OICA) which are then translated into rankings of the industry; 2) manufacturing competitiveness rankings based on the Global Manufacturing Competitiveness Index (GMCI) and 3) global competitiveness and innovation, based on the ranks issued by the World Economic Forum (WEF). The final list of such leading countries is then used to develop a regional comparison of available scientific literature gathered through a systematic literature review. Analogously, the quality of the papers found is assessed based on the SCIMAGO Journal & Country Rank to determine which papers are to be used to identify the factors of innovation previously mentioned; leading to the creation of a quality assessment per country of affiliation. Finally, the effects of the different dimensions of innovation are identified in the papers that provided the best quality and that belong to such countries to ensure relevancy.
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1. Introduction.
Research from the Organisation Internationale des Constructeurs d'Automobiles (denominated further as OICA) has demonstrated that automobiles are a representation of economic growth, being propellers of technology development globally. Automobiles provide access to markets, services and interactions and nearly every car trip involves either an economic transaction or some other benefit to quality of life directly or indirectly, this is why it is stated that the auto industry is the single greatest engine of economic growth in the world (Organisation Internationale des Constructeurs d'Automobiles, 2017). To put this industry in a scalable perspective and to understand its importance in numbers, the OICA (2017) states that if the auto manufacturing industry was considered as country, it would be the sixth largest economy worldwide. The automotive industry is remarkably competitive, risky and usually characterized by its high-investments. It recurrently undertakes new challenges and constantly demands for new methods to decrease costs and increase production; all of this to obtain a competitive advantage. In the last years, this industry has put its focus on scale and sizing strategies to stay successful in such a fierce environment. This has led to a very important consolidation of vehicle manufacturers and their suppliers. Nowadays, the manufacturers handle a range of brands which are unique. Thus, a need for higher levels of efforts arises as they transfer large quantities of their production and assembly resources to their suppliers (Isac, 2009).

On the other hand, there is a Global Manufacturing Competitiveness Index created by the renowned Deloitte Global in conjunction with the Council on Competitiveness in the US. According to this index, a strong manufacturing sector creates a clear path toward economic prosperity, influencing on infrastructure development, job creation, and contribution to gross domestic product (GDP) on both overall and per capita basis (Giffi, 2016). Similarly, Giffi (2016) states that manufacturing related activities among global nations are rapidly evolving. Manufacturing activities stimulate economic prosperity, pushing countries to increase their focus on developing advanced techniques and capabilities, investing heavily in cutting edge infrastructure and research. Both nations and firms are attempting to break the current paradigms of technology and improve their economic welfare. As digital and physical dimensions merge, advanced technologies have become fundamental pillars for competitiveness. Moreover, technology-intensive sectors are proven to dominate the global manufacturing landscape in most advanced economies and offer a way to achieve or sustain manufacturing competitiveness (Giffi, 2016).

The report published by the World Economic Forum & Deloitte Global (2012), illustrates that innovation, infrastructure, and energy consumption are key areas of focus in which countries and companies in the manufacturing industry should focus on and brace to confront in the upcoming years. In this same report, it is stated that companies and countries that can attract, develop and retain the highest skilled talent are the ones that can innovate to stay ahead of competition and those that can find clean energy schemes and policies will come out on top of the others. The secret of success in these areas is the collaboration between governments and private sectors (World Economic Forum & Deloitte Global, 2012). All the previous facts lead to the assumption that in order to survive in the automotive industry, companies (whether small, medium or big) need to be competitive, therefore core competency tools and innovation are needed to remain competitive (Isac, 2009).

The definition of the leading countries in the automotive industry is a key step for the set-up of this investigation. In this regard, an investigation of the country rankings in the industry is made given the data from the Global Manufacturing Competitiveness Index in the 2016 version and in the projected 2020 version (Giffi, 2016). Likewise the rankings of the automotive industry are based on the manufacturing and financial figures for 2016 provided by the OICA (2017). Additionally, a research on the rankings of the World Economic Forum (2017) on the countries’ global competitiveness, innovation & sophistication are collected to define the leading countries in the automotive industry drawing a relationship from all these rankings in the industry with global competitiveness and innovation.

Based on all the aforementioned ranks, a list of 30 leading countries with most mentions in the top 20 positions per rank is made and further correlated visually with the innovation and competitiveness factors to prove their relevance as shown in the following table 1. Green colour is used to show the best ranking, while yellow colour is used to display medium and white colour is used to refer to the lowest rankings; the data is sorted by mentions, then by the competitiveness and innovation ranks.
The problem to be addressed in this investigation is defined on the basis of understanding the reason why some nations or regions are more competitive than others regarding the automotive industry, digging up to find which conditions are enablers for global corporations or local businesses to innovate and grow. There is a gap in the literature that shows a lack of integrated knowledge from different sources to link innovation with manufacturing competitiveness of the leading countries in the automotive industry. Consequently, the problem identified through the preliminary review of the literature is to find and link researches that illustrate how innovation boosts manufacturing competitiveness of the leading countries in the automotive industry. Since the automotive industry has been at the forefront of the globalization process as a result of increasing global design and manufacturing sophistication factors Rank

Therefore, the general objective is to find which dimensions of innovation have effects on the manufacturing competitiveness of the leading countries in the automotive industry through a systematic literature review of scientific journals and studies. The specific objectives that support the accomplishment of the aforementioned general objective are: 1) Create a regional comparison between the leading countries in the automotive industry on manufacturing competitiveness and innovation and the amount of scientific literature produced; 2) Develop an analysis to identify which regions provide the best quality of scientific literature on the topics of innovation and competitiveness within the automotive industry; and 3) Identify the innovative dimensions used in the automotive industry by the leading countries to boost manufacturing competitiveness. Based on the research articles, journals and the research question, the proposed hypothesis for this investigation is the following: Innovation and its dimensions have an impact on the manufacturing competitiveness of the leading countries in the automotive industry. The automobile industry has been an important component of industrial and economic progress and its development has characterized global competitiveness of leading industrialized economies. It is fairly developed and involves huge investments in research and development and technology and is seen as an indicator of the economic progress of the country (Dangayach & Deshmukh, 2001).

The size of this sector in Europe is enormous as it is the largest automobile manufacturing market in the world given that close to one quarter of all cars in the world are manufactured in Europe (Ahmadinia & Karim, 2016). Furthermore, the future viability of the global automotive sector relies on its ability to stay competitive in regards of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Amount of Times in TOP 20 Ranking (out of 6)</th>
<th>WEF Global Competitiveness Rank</th>
<th>WEF Innovation and sophistication factors Rank</th>
<th>WEF 12th pillar: Innovation Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
size and operations at the same time as being responsive enough to the demands of customers. Equally, a justification for extending the focus also into the Asian market is “because China’s large market draws many foreign automobile actors, how to be successful in the competition in China is an essential question for Multinational Enterprises (MNE)” (Min, 2005). Finally, the competition in China’s automobile industry is from both domestic and foreign firms. According to Min (2005) there are more than 130 car factories, supplied by more than 3,000 companies delivering parts; covering almost as much as that of the United States, Europe, and Japan together. Nevertheless, the internal production remains below any of these big producer countries, hence its importance on this research.

2. Methodology.
A strict selection of published scientific papers through a search protocol with a defined scope and order of execution is made; the methodology, based on the work of Espitia, F. f., Sánchez, J. j., & Galvis, E. e. (2016): “Systematic Literature Review of the Implementation of Knowledge Codification Process” consists of the following steps: 1) Search strategy and process; 2) Inclusion and exclusion criteria; 3) Quality assessment; and 4) Data extraction. Data recollection is made through the use of three different tools from three different universities accessible through the author’s enrolment in universities and personal resources: Universidad de Monterrey; Ecole Supérieure des Sciences Commerciales d'Angers and; University of Ghent. In the following subsections, these steps will be described.

2.1 Search strategy and process.
All the information is gathered from scientific literature based on peer reviewed journals. Based on the research question stated in previous section, a search equation is defined, which is then evaluated and redefined with different terms and keywords allowing the final search equation to be used to find the material in the databases. The equation used is the following: (Innovation)+AND+(Competitiveness)+OR+(Competitive)+AND+(Automotive)+OR +(Auto)+AND+(Manufacturing). This equation filters the database to only display articles referring to innovation, competitiveness, competitiveness, automotive or auto and manufacturing. After this, a wide range of filters, which will be explained in detail in the following section 2.2, were applied on year, integral texts and academic reviews, a variety of subjects contained within the equation languages, different sectors and publishers. Subsequently, a database is created to organise the articles that are to be revised manually in section 2.3. This tool will help to revise articles in the following dimensions: Quality criteria (Q1 or Q2 on the SCIMAGO Journal & Country Rank rating); publication information; country of affiliation; keywords; and abstracts in order to organise the information and to identify the relevant articles.

2.2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria.
The search with the previously defined equation gave approximately 84,920 results. Then, it was refined to only show integral texts and academic reviews (approved by a lecture committee), finding 74,820 and then 3,973 articles respectively. Next to this, the search was limited to the year of 2011 onwards taking into consideration the major global changes in innovation and economy that happened after the 2009 crisis. These further limitations yielded 1,353 results. An additional language filter was applied to only show results in English, German and Spanish; after this filter was added to the previous filters and using the search equation, 1,162 results were obtained. After the previous filters, a filter on type of source was applied to only show results from Journals and University Reviews. The amount of results obtained after these filters was 1,131 articles. Additionally, the filter on Subject: thesaurus term was applied, yielding 870 articles. Successively, a filter per Publication was applied, limiting the amount of articles to 310. Finally, a filter was applied per Sector/NAICS. After this filter was added to the previous filters and using the search equation, a final amount of 122 results were obtained.

2.3 Quality assessment.
The screening was performed manually with the use of the aforementioned database created in MSO Excel, which served as an analysis tool. The relevant articles were selected on the basis of their abstracts, key words and adequacy to the research’s objective. At the end, a total of 21 papers were selected for data extraction.

2.4 Data extraction.
The 21 documents were inserted in a database that helped visualize the keywords and most relevant information in their abstracts. The information gathered from these articles was extracted manually and cross-checked with the
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content of each article. The results are presented in section 3, in which they are grouped by general results and per hypothesis.

3. Results.
This section is divided in four categories presenting first the overall findings of the literature review and then digging further into the accomplishment of the three specific objectives set for this research:

1. Create a regional comparison between the leading countries in the automotive industry on manufacturing competitiveness and innovation and the amount of scientific literature produced.
2. Develop an analysis to identify which regions provide the best quality of scientific literature on the topics of innovation and competitiveness within the automotive industry.
3. Identify the innovative dimensions used in the automotive industry by the leading countries to boost manufacturing competitiveness.

3.1 General findings.
Innovation is vital for the companies in the automotive industry to survive in the long term. Understanding the fundamentality of continuous innovation is crucial for firms in order to remain competitive (Townsend & Calantone, 2014). In addition, Bhamra & Bhamra (2011) agree that innovation is one “distinctive capability” that a company can develop in order to remain competitive. Likewise, Kraft & Kraftova (2012) further state that science, technology and innovation are often considered as the main driving forces of development and economic growth, asseveration concurrent with the information provided by the authors in the preliminary literature review. Consequently and according to Townsend & Calantone (2014), comprehending the phenomena linked with the process of innovation within the automotive industry is vital and will provide far-reaching results. Additionally it is stated that the globalization of the automotive industry has introduced major variations into the means by which products are developed as well as affecting where innovations are born and how they correlate with the environmental market conditions, affecting the nature of their conception and application; thus, innovation can take a wide range of forms that adapt to the challenge to overcome, whether achieving less emissions, providing more safety, reliability, speed, etc. (Townsend & Calantone, 2014). Similarly, Basile (2012) states that the role of cooperative research & design in the enhancement of a company’s competitiveness has been a topic widely investigated by the management literature, mainly because of the increasing intensity and competition worldwide due to globalization. Basile (2012) also remarks that entrepreneurial competencies and internal resources alone are insufficient to achieve proper competitiveness levels; innovations must be introduced.

On the other hand, Kraft & Kraftova (2012) explain that socio-economic processes are tightly related to the dynamics of technical and technological progress intertwined with science, research and development. Moreover, Lacka (2013) affirms that the European Commission has recognized and accepted that the key factors for overcoming recession and improving competitiveness are innovations and creativeness of companies. Globalization and the intensification of competitiveness have augmented the relevance of methods and measures for retention and increase in the competitiveness capabilities of every nation, articulating the need for a competitive advantage for countries to guarantee long term stable growth of economy (Navickas, Sujeta, & Vojtovich, 2011). Navickas et al. (2011) also mention that scientists make a distinction between two groups of factors of economic growth and competitiveness: general factors related to the business environment and specific factors related to each sector or activity. Furthermore, the World Economic Forum uses these factors adding a third group: innovation and sophistication factors, thus confirming the importance of innovation when assessing a country’s competitiveness globally or on an industry scope (Navickas et al., 2011).

3.2 Regional comparison: Leading countries in the automotive industry on manufacturing competitiveness and innovation vs scientific literature available within the methodology.
After the leading countries were defined in Figure 3, an investigation on the available scientific literature was made to further prove that the leading countries in the automotive industry, which are globally competitive and have high innovation rankings, also provide high quality scientific literature. The results of this investigation can be seen in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Amount of Times in TOP 20 Ranking</th>
<th>WEF Global Competitiveness Rank</th>
<th>WEF Innovation and sophistication factors Rank</th>
<th>WEF 12th pillar: Innovation Rank</th>
<th>Amount of Scientific Articles by Country of Affiliation</th>
<th>SCIMAGO Best Ranking of Most Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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This table provides a graphical overview on the aforementioned factors for the 30 leading countries. The table is similar to Table 1, with the addition of the last two columns: the first column is the amount of scientific articles by country of affiliation: It refers to the quantity of articles found with the mentioned formula and restrictions in the methodology section, segmented per country by which the authors are mainly affiliated to. The second added column is the SCIMAGO best ranking of most papers written: This is the best ranking of SCIMAGO per country given the highest amount of papers written with that category. The findings will be presented per Category given the column (1) but its top quality (Q1).

Category 1: Countries with 6 instances on the top 20 places of the automotive industry rankings. It can be seen at first glance that the top rated countries in the industry, competence and innovation also produce a substantial amount of scientific literature with the given restrictions. United States, Germany, United Kingdom, South Korea, China and India score high on the amount of papers available (13, 6, 6, 6, 26 and 13 respectively) and with the top quality, being all of them ranked as Q1. Among these eight top Category countries, Japan is the only exception with zero articles found; this is probably due to some of the set restrictions (language, publisher, etc.) but needs further investigation to confirm this assumption. On the other hand, Canada has a high score on the amount of papers available (26, 22, 20, 26, 30 and 29 respectively) and with the top quality, being all of them ranked as Q1. Among these eight top Category countries, Japan is the only exception with zero articles found; this is probably due to some of the set restrictions (language, publisher, etc.) but needs further investigation to confirm this assumption. On the other hand, Canada has a high score on the amount of papers available (26, 22, 20, 26, 30 and 29 respectively) and with the top quality, being all of them ranked as Q1.

Category 2: Countries with 4 – 5 instances on the top 20 places of the automotive industry rankings. This category shows a substantial amount of produced scientific literature: namely almost half of the collected papers. It shows a congruence of results between the rankings and the literature produced. The only exceptions are Indonesia and Brazil; the first one has average rankings on competitiveness and innovation (41st, 32nd and 31st), but zero articles related to that country were found, Brazil for its part presents the opposite situation, it scores low in the competitiveness and innovation rankings (81th, 72nd, 100th) but produced the highest amount of papers (27) within the Category, although with low quality according to the SCIMAGO ranking (Q3). Another note would be that Sweden, the first place of Category 2 scores very high on competitiveness and innovation (6th, 5th, 6th) and produced some scientific literature (2 papers) but the level is low (Q3).

Category 3: Countries with 1 – 3 instances on the top 20 places of the automotive industry rankings. Concerning the quantity of papers produced, the percentage shows a good distribution: 40.80% for Category 1, 44.25% for Category 2 and 14.94% for Category 3; thus confirming that the better the ranking, the more literature is produced. Finally,
regarding the average quality of the papers, the comparison between: 1,58 for Category 1 vs 2,25 for Category 2 vs 4,42 for Category 3 shows that indeed the leading countries provide better quality papers within the established research field and its parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis dimensions</th>
<th>Category 1</th>
<th>Category 2</th>
<th>Category 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Global Competitiveness of Category</td>
<td>16.38</td>
<td>39.50</td>
<td>35.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Innovation And Sophistication Factors of Category</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>38.25</td>
<td>39.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Innovation Rank</td>
<td>16.63</td>
<td>44.38</td>
<td>40.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Amount of Literature</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average SCIMAGO Rank</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of Literature</td>
<td>40.80%</td>
<td>44.25%</td>
<td>14.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIMAGO Rank Q1 %:</td>
<td>41.18%</td>
<td>29.41%</td>
<td>29.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIMAGO Rank Q2 %:</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIMAGO Rank Q3 %:</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIMAGO Rank Q4 %:</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIMAGO Rank OoS%:</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIMAGO Rank 0 %:</td>
<td>12.50%</td>
<td>12.50%</td>
<td>75.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results shown in the table 3 has congruence if taken into account the average competitiveness numbers: 16.38 for Category 1 vs 39.50 for Category 2 vs 35.64 for Category 3 (this last one is biased to the lower bound by the presence of Switzerland and Singapore, which rank 1st & 2nd in global competitiveness). Similarly, the average innovation and sophistication factors: 15.5 for Category 1 vs 38.25 for Category 2 vs 39.43 (also biased by Switzerland ranking 1st place) for Category 3 and average innovation rank: 16.63 for Category 1 vs 44.38 for Category 2 vs 40.21 (also biased by Switzerland ranking 1st place and Singapore ranking 9th) for Category 3.

### 3.3 Regional quality analysis of the available scientific literature within the automotive industry

The second specific objective is closely related to the analysis made in the previous section. The difference relies on the focus given to it, as it is to identify the regions that provide the best scientific literature, rather than classifying the countries by categories. The following figure 1 (in next page) shows the amount of papers per country categorized by the SCIMAGO quality ranking.

Firstly, it is important to understand that the country denominated “NCoA” in the x axis corresponds to an abbreviation for “No Country of Affiliation” and refers to the papers whose authors did not express a formal affiliation with any nation. It is especially important to direct one’s attention to the green and dark blue bars as they represent the top quality papers. It is evident that China excels in this area with 26 papers, all of Q1 level. Along with China, “NCoA”, Spain, United States, Brazil, Italy, Poland, Czech Republic, United Kingdom, Germany, South Korea, Taiwan, Colombia and India make up 80% of all the Q1 papers; the only country that is not in the defined leading countries but is in this list is Colombia, hence proving once again the accuracy of the definition and the relationship with innovation. It is needless to state the evident relationship between the countries that lead the industry and the percentage of top quality papers produced by them.
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It is also remarkable that the countries enlisted are the countries of affiliation of the authors of the articles obtained with the search procedure; therefore the following countries do not pertain to the defined leading countries list: Colombia, Cyprus, Denmark, Iran, Israel, Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Romania, Serbia, Ukraine and United Arab Emirates. On the other hand, there are countries defined as “leading” but that do not figure in the list of articles gathered for reasons unknown: Japan, Indonesia, Singapore, Belgium, Austria, Vietnam & Egypt. Taking this into account, a radar chart was created to show the distribution of the papers and their quality among the leading countries that do exist in the list, filtering out the aforementioned countries that have scientific literature but do not pertain to the top places in the automotive industry. These are shown in the figure 2.
Then, these were classified by continent to show the actual distribution per region: Asia 33%; Western Europe 29%; North America 13%; Eastern Europe 13%; South America 4%; Oceania 4%; and No Country of Affiliation 4%. Additionally and going to specific information per continent, figure 3 shows the distribution of the different SCIMAGO ranks per continent.

![Figure 3: Distribution of SCIMAGO Rankings per Continent](image)

### 3.4 Innovative dimensions used in the automotive industry by the leading countries to boost manufacturing competitiveness.

Throughout the literature review of the selected articles in the methodology section, the following dimensions of innovation were found to be present and recursive amongst the articles:

#### 3.4.1 Product & process innovation.

According Townsend & Calantone (2014), advances in product innovation have an enormous impact in product and service categories and industries, as the case of the automotive industry. Consequently, product and process innovations exist and proliferate in this sector and have important implications in the individual, firm and society scopes. Product development is one of the most important and costly investment for car manufacturers. The product life-cycle management is one of the main factors that drive these costs given the substantial amount of resources and financial costs associated to it, nevertheless, it is vital for product acceptance in the market (Townsend & Calantone, 2014). Companies apply diverse strategies at each stage, remarkably in their location choice for production. Additionally, Fujimoto (2014) presents one of the most used frameworks to describe the dynamics of industrial innovation: the Abernathy-Utterback model of the industry life cycle. This model is also known as the product-process life cycle and it states that an industry starts with the invention of an unfinished but functional model, followed by a wave of numerous innovations that enhance its functionality. The consumers at this “fluid stage” tend to be fewer, richer, and product-function-oriented, rather than price-sensitive (Fujimoto, 2014). As products become more sophisticated, a highly competitive model is introduced into the market that uses all past product innovations called the dominant design. “The focus of competition then begins to shift from functional maturation to price-cost reduction as the competing models become less differentiated by functional-structural designs” (Fujimoto, 2014, p. 9) Additionally, Townsend & Calantone (2014) explain the reciprocal relationship between innovative product development and support infrastructure or externalities that are present in industries, being particularly applicable to the automotive industry (Townsend & Calantone, 2014). Another important element of this dimension is the relationship between the firms and their suppliers; research has shown the tight relationship between product co-design and innovation performance (Townsend & Calantone, 2014). Furthermore, Fujimoto (2014) claims that heavier investments in product-specific technologies and equipment become acceptable, and therefore a series of process innovations follow along with them, while product innovations come to be less recurrent. At this phase of the industry life cycle, products and processes are more standardized and equipment, materials and skills shift into
specifics of the product in question. Moreover, Fujimoto (2014) states that the traditional industry-life cycle model applies to some of the history of the automotive industry, but not to all of it. Therefore he presents an additional framework that explains the evolutionary patterns of this industry: the long tail of the automotive industry.

3.4.2 Regional innovation.
The regional dimension of innovation has become very important in scientific debate and innovation policy; the influence of local factors on regional innovativeness has been attributed to the concept of a “technological infrastructure” present in the different regions. The combination of the geographical dimension and the nature of innovation have led to a new research branch called “innovation systems approach” (Buerger, Broekel & Coad, 2012). One of the reasons companies become multinational is by the fact that the transfer of innovation from the home country to the host country is empowered and provides several benefits and competitive advantages (Colovic & Mayrhofer, 2011). Correspondingly, Buerger et al. (2012) declare that it is a prerequisite to know about the processes in order to design the appropriate regional innovation policies and Navickas et al. (2011) add to this stating that in globalization conditions for each country it is very important to increase the level of its economy competitiveness, determined by the evaluation of various indicators: infrastructure, macro environment, activity and intensity of the market, innovations and others. This means that high-employment regions benefit more from an increase in patents (innovation). For the automotive industry, the growth of employment is associated with subsequent growth of R&D (Buerger et al., 2012). Location is one of the key elements in the automotive industry and it is guided by several elements such as the proximity to the local markets, the obligation to produce locally or the willingness of MNCs to tap into the local knowledge (Colovic & Mayrhofer, 2011).

Colovic & Mayrhofer (2011) also evidence that multinational companies have made their R&D efforts international adopting a dispersed approach to the company’s innovative capacity. Kraft & Kraftova (2012) express that given the increasing competitiveness from emerging markets, companies from the developed countries have begun to implement the following survival strategies: 1) Reduction in production costs and product sale price; 2) Increase in productivity and effectiveness by a developing and implementing of new, innovative production technologies and processes; 3) Production or other activities transfer from high costs localization to cost-effective ones; and 4) Implementation of product innovations. In concordance with Godlewska-Majkowska & Komor (2017), it can be said that the globalization and integration processes, affect the development of national economies and increase the level of competition; thus development factors like innovation should be implemented to maintain or increase their competitiveness.

3.4.3 Open (cooperative) innovation.
According to van Geenhuizen, & Soetanto (2013), R&D and innovation happen in networks beyond the boundaries of a single firm, with consumers having an important role in the learning processes. This occurrence is defined by the term open innovation, which encompasses cost reduction and increased competitiveness opportunities. Spatial innovation theory however indicates that the potential of open innovation is not the same for all urban regions (van Geenhuizen, & Soetanto, 2013). The same authors say that open innovation, can be referred to as the purpose use of inflows and outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation, and to expand the markets for external use of innovation, respectively. This concept implies that firms can search for new knowledge anywhere from city level to the external environment level. Also Basile (2012) adds that collaborative networking may increase companies' competitiveness, favouring productivity and innovation (Basile, 2012). Basile also evidences that size has a positive and significant effect upon R&D cooperation, since large companies enjoy more absorptive capacity (Basile, 2012): The growing literature on clusters highlights the relevance of networks of interrelated firms as key factors in the ability to produce innovative new products or processes for global markets, in a timely manner. The “cluster” concept incorporates several important dimensions of innovation: the increasing benefits generated by the accumulation of knowledge; recognition of the fact that accumulation is a process dependent on past choices, and is nonlinear and shaped by the interaction of market forces; the importance of organizational innovation in creating institutions and procedures capable of managing more complex forms of interdependence; the role of confidence in avoiding the escalation of transaction costs generated by increased levels of specialization; and the role of cultural and institutional variety in encouraging creativity (Colovic & Mayrhofer, 2011).

Likewise, Lacka (2013) asserts that through technological cooperation with the scientists, entrepreneurs obtain the possibility to manufacture a new innovative product or technological solution for the market, being possible at a lower cost than in the case of independent research and development works. Such cooperation guarantees the access to the support of innovative activities from public domestic and foreign resources. Lacka (2013) also adds that the implementation of innovative solutions in this way makes it possible for industrial partners to: strengthen their competitive position; gain significant economic benefits in the form of a growth in revenues from sales, or reduce
the cost of business; obtain unique skills and competences; export innovative products and technologies; launch innovative products into new markets through the application of innovative solutions in other sectors of economy than before; obtain development opportunities as a consequence of taking up subsequent joint projects with researchers; and achieve ecological benefits such as reduction of raw material consumption, reduction of waste, industrial waste recycling, limiting negative external impacts.

3.4.4. Knowledge transfer.
In terms of knowledge development in the new product development process, this important contribution illustrates the need for capabilities on both sides of an equation. If knowledge development is to be successful, then both disseminative and absorptive capacity must be present in the collaborative relationship (Townsend & Calantone, 2014). The experience of the leading countries in innovation (Nordic countries, United States, Japan, South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan) demonstrates that the innovativeness growth in a country relies on strong relations between scientific and research institutions and enterprises, financial and nonfinancial institutions of knowledge transfer support and technology commercialization, as well as local and regional authorities (Lacka, 2013). There is evidence that such knowledge transfer is more successful if the recipient firm has absorptive capability (Schulze et al., 2014).

Nevertheless, the source firm’s disseminative capability is proportionally related to knowledge transfer success, while knowledge application in the recipient firm is inversely proportional (Schulze et al., 2014). According to these authors, the disseminative capability dimension is important not only for knowledge transfer success within firms, it is also important in R&D alliances (Schulze et al., 2014).

3.4.5 Government & consumers.
Townsend & Calantone (2014) declare that the key to the innovation process is found within the influences of consumers and governments.

On the government side, new product development and process innovation are also being affected by the government with energy, safety and environment policies (Townsend & Calantone, 2014). Furthermore, governmental involvement through standards, regulations and taxation shapes future innovations (Townsend & Calantone, 2014) and proves that government intervention has been and still is a major driver for industry innovation, whether by taxation, standardisation (of the industry) or any other similar constraint (Townsend & Calantone, 2014). According to Hemphill (2014), an ‘Innovation Policy’ approach can best be described by the public policy intervention categories of setting the ground rules and direction and building enablers. In contrast, an ‘Industrial Policy’ approach can best be described by the public policy intervention categories of tilting the playing field and playing the role of principal actor. One necessary condition for launching products on the high-tech market is their compliance with international rules and regulations, as confirmed by an accredited international agency. On the high-tech market there are specific indicators of quality for each type of product at a given time (Katerinich, 2016).

On the consumer side, it can be said that consumers’ expectations are increasing in regards of sophistication of technologies and are being unified throughout the globe. They demand either extraordinary design on the luxury market or extremely low costs for basic features at the average market (Townsend & Calantone, 2014). In modern markets, high-quality but inexpensive products are required (Battini, Persona & Sgarbossa, 2012) and much of the forecasted innovation is driven by the preferences dictated by the consumer demand (Townsend & Calantone, 2014).

3.4.6 Management & organisational culture.
Regarding the strategic management of enterprises, the authors Colovic & Mayrhofer (2011) state that for many years, R&D was kept at the headquarters and was internationalized to a limited extent mainly because of its strategic nature. In general, managers follow a consistent downward trend when it comes to R&D expenditures (Industrial Research Institute, 2014). New business projects remain a key driver of investment as they have been in the past, but this year's data suggest a sizeable decline in support for this area. Meanwhile, the positive forecast in collaboration efforts supports the notion that companies are continuing to participate in coordinated research initiatives and alliances, boosted by open innovation programs. The strategic direction of innovation policies is the creation of information support in the business structure, according to Belarus’ example presented by Katerinich (2016). Conversely, there is a big division of opinions concerning the impact of process management on innovation, especially on radical innovation. Additionally, organisational ambidexterity (organizational capability to undertake incremental as well as radical innovation activities) has been emphasized as a strategic foundation of competitiveness (Moreno-Luzon, Gil-Marques & Arteaga, 2014). Nowadays, managers need to redefine their strategies, products and processes and drive their companies towards sustainable development along with the
creation of higher value and improved performance on global and local markets (Vavra, Munzarova, Bednarikova & Ehlova, 2011).

On the side of organisational culture and in concordance with Moreno-Luzon et al. (2014), cultural divergence influenced by process management can affect organisational ambidexterity: the cultural context serves as a base for developing organisational ambidexterity. “Since organisational ambidexterity constitutes the capability of undertaking a rich variety of learning and innovation activities, these results could also have significant implications for practitioners, pointing to the need for close coordination between different functional areas in order to manage cultural change” (Moreno-Luzon et al., 2014, p. 1026). Having a balanced culture comprising cultural values in conflict can be a key for success, particularly in the current environment of global economic crisis, which calls for an increase in efficiency and learning (Moreno-Luzon et al., 2014).

3.5 Contributions in new knowledge generation in the research field.
Townsend & Calantone (2013) state that much knowledge is yet to be discovered in the realm of product and service development as well as Henriksen & Rolstadås (2010) say that the automotive industry is a complex system of suppliers related institutions and industries, and much less research has been addressed to them. Additionally, there is no agreement regarding which competitive factors are the most relevant (Lucato, et al., 2012). This proves that the formal definition of the relationship between the innovation factor and competitiveness within the automotive industry can be regarded as new knowledge generation. Moreover, research effort needs to be undertaken from an integrated and consolidated perspective if the issues are to be better understood, and resolved meaningfully (Singh et al., 2005). This implies that the holistic approach taken while consolidating the practices of the leading countries in this sector can contribute to the better comprehension of the current issues in the industry. “Furthermore, since the automotive industry is global to a large extent, it would be particularly interesting to investigate on an internationally comparative basis […] in terms of their impacts on company competitiveness” (Triebwetter & Wackerbauer, 2008, p. 42).

Technology denotes the primordial force for firms and organizations in guaranteeing long-term competitiveness (Sköld & Karlsson, 2012). On one hand, technology has allowed for the improvement of time and integration; on the other hand, technology has also become a driver of product changes (Townsend & Calantone, 2014). Undoubtedly, innovation has experienced major changes, whereas it still involves being productive in R&D, improving management practices and delivery of new quality products and processes to the market, innovation today is not a linear process and is uniquely dependent on the discovery of scientific knowledge or formal R&D activities. (van Geenhuizen & Soetanto, 2013). Furthermore, developing activities and learning through research, fine-tuning and improvement of what already exists and utilizing new processes are crucial factors for the firm’s survival (Moreno-Luzon et al., 2014). Currently, there has been increasing connection between economic growth and competitiveness of national economies and innovative processes as measured by the Global Competitiveness Report published by the World Economic Forum, together with Harvard University, as well as the World Competitiveness Yearbook published by IMD in Switzerland. Innovation performance of the economy is usually evaluated by using input and output parameters such as the European Innovation Scoreboard (Kraft & Kraftova, 2012, p). On another branch, Basile (2012) showed that entrepreneurs and managers should be aware of the importance of R&D networking focused on specific agreements as the motor of firms’ competitiveness. Also, it has been noted that “in order to effectively analyse and compare the industries of this century, investigating the design attributes of our artefacts, including their architecture, and the organizational attributes of design-production sites, including their manufacturing capability” (Fujimoto, 2014, p.15). Competitiveness is a crucial strategic feature for the automotive industry as part of the determination to remain in the top Category sector. Even though the competitiveness concept is fairly well understood, it has not become a common practice to measure the degree of competitiveness of a company (Lucato et al., 2012).

Throughout the development of this research, -the preliminary literature review, the systematic literature review, and the achievement of the specific objectives guided by the research justification, problem and hypothesis- the leading countries within the automotive industry were defined on the basis of their competitiveness on a macro and a microeconomic level (in alignment with Michael Porter’s ideas) to further create a regional analysis on innovative capability reflected by the amount of available scientific research (constrained by the methodology parameters) and by their regional quality level analysis (based on the SCIMAGO ranking) to further narrow the investigation into the relevant and trustworthy sources that could provide the best knowledge to understand the dimensions of innovation.
that affect proportionally (whether directly or inversely) to the manufacturing competitiveness of the automotive industry. After all this data was gathered and exposed, it can be said that the hypothesis is proven effectively: innovation has a positive impact in the manufacturing competitiveness of the leading countries in the automotive industry and that it can be further categorized in different interlinked dimensions such as product and process innovation, regional innovation, open innovation, knowledge transfer, government and consumer trends and behaviours and finally, management and organisational culture.
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